The many facets of ROUGH DIAMOND ROD

His first words were: "Don't Taylor me or I'll knock you on your ass." Rod Taylor had announced his arrival on the set of The Picture Show Man movie, grouped around a bush racecourse at Somerton in northern New South Wales.

The ominous opener, emphasised with a clenched fist, was a retort by one of the production girls who had dared to greet him with a friendly, "Hello, Taylor.

It could have been a disconcerting introduction to the Australian actor who rejoices in the reputation as one of Hollywood's most hilarious baddies.

So this was the man whose education was reckoned not to be the three Rs, but the three Bs - bursts, boos and brawling. But you start to wonder when his frown gives way to a broad grin and he calls the sleeve girl, "Hi, I'm Rod Taylor."

Taylor, tour-dating on his much-touted image, has been hurt by his stupid exterior," he said. "People think of me as a hard-nosed, vulgar oat! It hides a lot of softness and shyness.

Bare-chested, muscular and sporting a dinky-di Aussie hat, Taylor sat sipping a can of beer (no guzzling as the legend would have it) while fellow actors strolled in and out for a drink, obviously at his open invitation.

Alongside him in The Picture Show Man are three actors with whom he worked in radio plays more than 20 years ago - John Meillon, John Ewart and Don Crosby. In fact, Crosby was producer of the radio play competition won by Taylor which first took him to Hollywood in 1954.

Recalling their reunion, he said: "I was crying - it was an emotional time."

Did that suggest he was a sentimentalist? His friend and business partner, Terry Wilson, chipped in with a definite "no," Taylor. "Too much so. I have been wounded a few times, I have enough scars, but I think I'd do a lot more good if I could live with myself as a hard-nosed bleep (one of his vocabulary of earthy expressions). I am not too ashamed of myself.

"This big cowboy here (indicating partner Wilson) goes to mass every Sunday morning, with or without a hangover. I go to my own mass - it could be in the house or out in the garden."

"He goes to his god who's in a church; I have a silent chat with the god inside me that gives me love of life."

Gentle words indeed for an alleged hell-raiser. But then came a flash of fervent spirit when he added: "I say sorry, or 'God damn it, next week I'll get that bleep!"

According to various Hollywood reports, Taylor can be hard to get on with on the set. It's said he had a brush with Rod Steiger, his co-star in The Heroes. "That's bull," he said by way of dismissal.

"Making The Dicky Trackers, he was supposed to have clashed with Richard Harris, "I love him," is Taylor's answer. "I was just hard to get through the weekend with him" (hauling them against their respective capacities for alcohol).

Was his reputation as a hell-raiser justified? "I have known how to give a little," he conceded. Did that mean that, at the age of 46, he was softening? "For health reasons," he grinned.

The press have focused on the stormier aspects of his life - horse that was very toey after running in a marathon race. As he was getting off he slipped and fell on his butt. But when I heard it was very funny, he likes poking fun of his own image.

The film, set in the 1920s and '30s, features John Meillon as Pop, proprietor of Pym's Pictures on Tour. Taylor is Palmer, rival showman on Pop's pictures short circuit, with whom he clashes.

Power said Palmer is the heavy, but he's not painted all black. "He's smart, he's aggressive, and he has cool Yankee charm; you are not quite sure about the menace beneath the smile."

Writer-producer Joan Long, who also has the screenplay for Ciddie to her credit, frankly did not expect Taylor to agree to make the movie. When she first telephoned the offer to him, she made it clear the money involved would not be what he was used to. He resisted, but would read the script without committing himself.

A few days after the script was dispatched Mrs Long was in Grafton, surveying locations when she received a message to call Taylor collect. She did, and said he was so excited he spoke for 45 minutes.

"You found Taylor, a very nice, great hearted. He is a mixture, an extrovert and wisecracker, and like a lot of actors he has insecurities. But it does not get him down or affect his professionalism. It is an engaging sort of quality."

Taylor is quick to point out that Meillon, not he, is the star of the picture. Taylor, however, is getting top billing. He said: "John was wonderfully hospitable in allowing me to take top billing because that's necessary for my work overseas. I am basically doing a kind of guest shot, as I'm happy to help."

Meillon recalled that he was assistant radio manager, age 16, for the Lintas agency, when Taylor, four years his senior, came in to see about a part.

"He got the job, and the two became good mates. Meillon said: "I packed his bags and put him on the plane to Hollywood.
He was always the really good-looking guy. The one everyone else was jealous of. He had a way of making...Clark Gable look.

Meillon said he never doubted Taylor would be a star. He's apt that Meillon, no minor success himself, should make his 37th film playing opposite his longtime friend, and colleague.

Taylor's partner, Terry Wilson, can act a bit himself. In the role of Bill Hawks he was a regular in 300 episodes of the Wagon Train series. Ironically that show in the U.S. was pitted against Hong Kong, the 1960-61 series which first gave international recognition to the actor from Lidcombe, a Sydney western suburb. Meillon also established him as one of the first anti-heroes. As newsmen Glenn Evans, he made sure he had a good-night scene in each episode. He also made sure he did not always win. He said: "That created the anti-hero and was extremely successful. There is big talk in the States about remaking it in color with the same cast."

Beacons, another series he made in 1973, was less successful. He and Dennis Cole were soldiers of fortune in the

Rod Taylor on the set of the Picture Show Man... with long-time friend John Meillon.

U.S. desert country at the turn of the century.

He said: "It was an excellent format but it was too expensive. They (the studio) got in over their heads. In terms of production costs and couldn't handle it, and I don't blame them. And I don't think the chemistry was right - the other character should have been an older, fun-loving type."

Taylor has appeared in more than 40 movies, he's not sure of the exact number - "I'd have to count them." But he's fairly certain Picture Show Man marks his 35th as a principal, or star.

Ask him the picture he likes best and he nominates Young Cassidy, which co-starred him with Maggie Smith and Julie Christie.

He said: "Something... made them I could speak perfect French. Well, I'm good in a restaurant but this had two versions - English and French - and I was a Kissinger in the United Nations with speeches that long. He indicated a Kissinger-length speech.

Asked to rate some of his leading ladies, he gave some blunt appraisals. On Doris Day: 'One of the best pros I ever worked with, a most under-rated acting talent.'
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had to go back (to the U.S.) to work. I did. walked into my house and there she was. She had let herself in. What did he say? "Good evening, darling." Rod Taylor, it appears, has an answer for everything.

And what of his relationship with Zsa Zsa? "We swopped notes," was his concise summation.

The best illustration of the man's tender side is the gentleness of his tone when discussing Felicia, his daughter, who lives with her mother in New York.

A rigorous working schedule had kept him from seeing her for two years until they were reunited on This is Your Life earlier this year, and it was a tearful occasion.

"That brought the water out," he said simply.

He had seen her only briefly since, and he said: "It's a bad kind of situation. The break-up of our marriage was not easy and it (the separation from Felicia) is a little empty place in my heart."

According to her father, Felicia wants to be a doctor. If, instead, she aspired to be an actress, Taylor would not stand in her way. But he added the warning: "I would have a baseball bat for any casting director who tried to make her."

Among his friends are John Wayne, Glenn Ford, Robert Mitchum and Dean Martin, but he said he did not mix much with actors: "When I am not acting I don't like to talk about acting."

How would he describe his lifestyle? The man laughed and said: "Pretentious, luxurious then, more seriously, "Terry and I like to go horse riding. I go to the supermarket myself. It's really very suburban."

The Beverly Hills house of one of Hollywood's so-called hell raisers is a refuge for stray cats. "They meow, to shut 'em up I feed 'em, and they fall in love with the place." He said that he had acquired six cats, but he said the total had risen to 15. "They keep breeding." Also part of the Taylor household is a golden retriever, Calley.

Rod Taylor, back in Australia, is a popular fellow and demands for his time can tax even his high-voltage energy. He said: "When I come home I feel like Mark Spitz with eight gold medals. Some people do jump on me a little too hard."

"When I'm working I'm pretty sane. I usually move myself in my room, call room service, then early to bed. I'm not a grog man, really. I will drink with anyone but when I know I have a big scene coming up I take it easy."

Taylor is a flag-waving patriot — for Australia. There's no hint of phoniness when he declares he's still in love with the country. He calls himself an Aussie, and retains an Australian passport to prove it.

His idea of contentment? "You won't believe this — to make movies in Australia. It would make me very happy to be a mainstring in pushing the film movement here."

"I love America, my house, my friends, but I think it's pretty indicative that I still have my Australian passport. I am proud to help. As long as they feed me, I'll work. And I am cunning enough to know it could be an open door to a lucrative future here.

If further proof were needed, he intends to make two films back to back here next year. He's written the script for the first, titled The Sargasso Sea, and it would star himself and Terry Wilson, with the rest of the cast and crew being Australian.

The story, with parallels to the Bermuda Triangle, concerns the mysterious disappearance of 28 yachts. Apart from a four-day shoot in Miami, he sees no reason why it should not be filmed here.

The second movie would be a western, a 'red Lazarus. It's about a sheriff who loses his memory, and Wilson says it was written by the same man who did The Sting.

After The Picture Show Man, Taylor is off to Queensland to make that TV commercial, then Perth to talk about money for movies, and he wants to see South Australian Premier Don Dunstan, guiding light of that state's Film Corporation.

Will he he home for Christmas? He nodded, grinned and said: "Or else, down comes that samurai sword!"
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